
From the Editors

IEEE magazines.
Transactions are intended for

communicating research results to
specialists. Readers can expect
these articles to contain novel
technical ideas, be technically cor-
rect, and accurately position con-
tributions in the research land-
scape. To meet these expectations,
technical experts critique each
submission and decide whether the
submission is publishable; as a re-
quirement for publication, authors
rebut the technical criticisms or
make revisions that eliminate the
problems. So, a delay of a year or
two between submission and pub-
lication is not unusual.

An IEEE or Computer Society
magazine for a subject area is ex-
pected to serve a broader audience.
Articles must be written for non-
specialists and present material that,
although perhaps new to these
readers, would not be considered
novel by leading researchers. Tech-
nical correctness is still a concern
(and is handled through peer re-
view), but exposition is also impor-
tant. Editing not only addresses
grammar and punctuation but ex-
tends to structural matters—how
the prose flows and whether suffi-
cient background is included for
nonspecialists. A more aggressive
word limit and a cap on biblio-

graphic citations are intended to
further increase the magazine arti-
cles’ accessibility.

IEEE Security & Privacy is an
IEEE Computer Society magazine.
It operates much like its kin Com-
puter, Communications of the ACM,
and IEEE Spectrum. IEEE S&P
publishes articles (which are care-
fully reviewed by anonymous peers
for technical correctness) and our
regular “departments” (slightly less
technical material that each depart-
ment editor reviews or writes). For
both kinds of content, an editorial
staff works with the authors to pro-
duce copy that is not only consis-
tent with our stylistic conventions
but also compelling and engaging
to readers. Departments typically
are shorter than articles, provide a
regular forum for current thinking
from the field’s experts, enjoy vir-
tually no publications delay, and
therefore enable continuity and
topical treatments of cross-cutting
subjects (our Attack Trends and
Building Security In departments,
for example) or the milieu (such as
our Conference Reports, Biblio
Tech, and Book Reviews) associ-
ated with security and privacy.

That’s the theory, anyway. We
recently tested this model against
our readership by doing a sub-
scriber survey. Excluding students

and libraries from our 4,703 paid
subscriptions yields 3,734 paid sub-
scribers; a random sample of 450
brought approximately a 50 percent
response rate. 

How closely do the measure-
ments fit our model? We found
that only 23 percent of our readers
have PhDs and only 12 percent are
educators. So our readers are de-
cidedly not the collection of fac-
ulty and industrial researchers who
read a transactions. On the other
hand, 37 percent of our readers are
either in technical management or
corporate management. The ap-
plication rather than the founda-
tions of technical ideas is more ap-
pealing to this audience. And these
readers are doubtless also interested
in political and economic ramifica-
tions of technical work that is
shaping their worlds. In short, the
observed data does fit the model—
quite well (by design).

I n under two years, IEEE S&P has
identified a need and attracted an

audience (at a time when most tech-
nical magazine subscriptions are in
decline). Unlike numerous trade
publications, IEEE S&P holds its
authors to standards of technical ac-
curacy that can be achieved only by
using the same rigorous peer-review
process that academic journals em-
ploy. But unlike a transactions, we
seek a “good read,” are not driven by
commercial interests, and aspire to
publishing broadly accessible con-
tent. To paraphrase from the title of
the 1957 CBS television series that
preceded Gunsmoke on Saturday
nights for six years: Have readers,
will publish. 

FRED B.
SCHNEIDER

Associate
Editor in Chief

T
he IEEE Computer Society publishes magazines and

transactions (otherwise known as journals). Each of

these vehicles addresses very different reader expec-

tations, and, accordingly, articles in transactions dif-

fer substantially in character and form from articles found in
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